Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies

**Human Rights Minor**

Name: _________________________________ Date: _____________ Advisor: _________________________________

A total of 19 credits are needed to fulfill the Human Rights Minor. (Includes the introductory and capstone courses, two courses from the core course lists, and three additional elective courses. A maximum of 3 of the core and elective courses may be from the same prefix.)

**REQUIRED COURSES:** (4 credits)
- ____ HRT 105-Introduction to Human Rights (3 cr.) or ____ HNR 263-Theory and Practice of Rights I (3 cr.)
- ____ HRT 450-Reflection on Human Rights (1 cr.)

**CORE COURSES:** (6 credits) Take two courses (3cr. ea.), one each from core courses list A and B; each course must have a different prefix.

**LIST A**

- ____ CJ 325-Criminal Justice & Human Rights (3 cr.)
- ____ HST 378-Contesting Human Rights (3 cr.)
- ____ HRT 316-Human Rights in Intl. Politics (3 cr.)
- ____ HRT 319-Human Traffic and Trafficking (3 cr.)

**LIST B**

- ____ AAA 341-Civil Conflicts in Africa (3 cr.)
- ____ HRT 320-Voices of the Civil Rights Movement in the United States (3 cr.)
- ____ HRT 335-Theory of Human Rights (3 cr.)
- ____ PLS 240-The Holocaust (3 cr.)

**ELECTIVE COURSES:** (9 credits) Take 3 courses (3 cr. ea.) from elective courses list, with no more than 2 courses from a single major/designator. Courses from core courses lists A & B may also be counted as elective courses, but a single course may not count both as a core course and an elective.

- ____ AAA 352-Black Women’s Cultures & Comm.
- ____ ANT 370-Crosscultural Perspectives on Gender
- ____ CJ 305-Constitutional Rights and Civil Liberties
- ____ CJ 482-Culture, Crime and Justice
- ____ ENG 335-Literature of American Minorities
- ____ ENG 392-Language and Power
- ____ GPY 351-Geography of Africa
- ____ HST 318-History of Democracy in America
- ____ HST 333-Modern China
- ____ HRT 371-Historical Persp. on Gender & Sexualities
- ____ HNR 334-Sex, Power, and Politics
- ____ IDS 350-Civil Discourse
- ____ LIB 325-LGBTQ Identities
- ____ LIB 350-The Immigrant Experience in the U.S.
- ____ PHI 320-Social & Political Phil.: Liberty and Justice
- ____ PLS 302-Women, Politics, & Public Policy
- ____ PLS 336-Citizenship
- ____ SOC 318-Sociology of Sexuality
- ____ WGS 310-Sexual Orientation and the Law
- ____ WGS 350-Family and Gender in the Developing World

**TOTAL NUMBER OF CREDITS**

This form is a planning tool and does not constitute an agreement regarding program requirements. It is imperative that you meet with an academic advisor early and often in your career.

**Brooks College Office of Integrative Learning and Advising**, 133 Lake Michigan Hall, 616-331-8200, brooksadvising@gvsu.edu

www.gvsu.edu/integrativelearning
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